Working Student Data Science (m/f)

We are Whow Games
In the heart of Hamburg City, your new job is waiting for you - including startup feeling. Together with 50 colleagues, you work to bring the glamour and
entertainment of Las Vegas to Europe - with our successful Social Casino on Jackpot.de. From slot machines to table games, our players can experience the
entire entertainment experience of the largest casinos in the world for free on their smartphone, tablet or PC.

Who are we looking for?
We are searching for a Working Student Data Science (m/f) Are you looking for the challenge in the conception and realization of Big Data Analyzes? Then
we are looking for you for our Hamburg game factory! Full time and preferably ASAP.

Your responsibilities:
→
→
→
→
→

Creation of SQL queries based on Redshift / PostgreSQL
Analysis and conception of Business Intelligence and Business Analytics issues
Support in the creation of BI dashboards and reports
Preparation and definition of various key figures
Interaction and close cooperation with other departments such as event and game design, controlling, business development and marketing

What you bring:
→
→
→
→
→

Registered student in (business) informatics, (business) mathematics, software system development or an equivalent course of studies
Good to very good knowledge in the application of SQL databases
A well-developed logical understanding of numbers and enjoyment of analytical work
Knowledge of R and/or Python (or similar programming languages) is desirable
High enthusiasm in learning and motivation

In addition to start-up flair and exciting tasks, we offer:
→
→
→
→
→
→

A professional orientation
The opportunity to constantly expand your expertise
Dynamic environment with flat hierarchies and quick decision making
Flexible working hours
A motivating, cooperative, and inspiring environment
A challenging and varied task area

Interessiert? Dann freuen wir uns auf deine Bewerbung! Bitte sende deine Unterlagen an:

jobs@whow.net

